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Combining Long-Term and Low-Rate Short-Term
Channel State Information over Correlated MIMO Channels
Tùng T. Kim, Mats Bengtsson, Erik G. Larsson, and Mikael Skoglund

Abstract—A simple structure to exploit both long-term and
partial short-term channel state information at the transmitter
(CSIT) over a family of correlated multiple-antenna channels is
proposed. Partial short-term CSIT in the form of a weighting
matrix is combined with a unitary transformation based on the
long-term channel statistics. The heavily quantized feedback link
is directly optimized to maximize the expected achievable rate
under different power constraints, using vector quantization and
convex optimization techniques on a sample channel distribution.
Robustness against errors in the feedback link is also pursued
with tools in channel optimized vector quantization. Simulations
indicate the benefits of the proposed scheme.
Index Terms—MIMO systems, fading channels, information
rates, feedback communication, adaptive systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE use of multiple antennas at the transmitter and the
receiver is a well recognized technique to achieve high
data rates in wireless communications. A multitude of different
transmission techniques have been proposed in the literature,
especially for the special cases of full channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) and no CSIT, respectively. At
least when using a small number of antennas, the throughput
can be significantly improved if CSIT is available. However, in
practice this either requires carefully calibrated radio chains
and duplex times lower than the channel coherence time, if
the channel reciprocity is exploited in time-division duplex
systems, or that a significant bandwidth is allocated to feed
back channel estimates from the receiver. This has led to a
great deal of interest in low-rate feedback schemes, see for
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example [1]–[9], that can achieve a significant portion of the
full-CSIT performance using only a few bits of feedback for
each fading state.
The fading in wireless communications is generally governed by two components: A slowly-varying component
caused by, e.g., shadowing, and a short-time variation caused
by multipath-fading. Even if it is impossible to obtain accurate
short-term CSIT, the long-term channel characteristics can
often be estimated with good accuracy. For fixed long-term
channel statistics, short-term feedback designs to maximize
the ergodic capacity using vector quantization techniques are
studied in [2]. The present work, by contrast, proposes a
simple scheme that successfully combines both long-term and
quantized short-term CSIT over a family of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) channels. The idea presented here
is related to [4], [5] which propose to combine a codebook
based on Grassmanian line packing with information from the
channel covariance matrix. Our approach differs fundamentally in that it uses a mutual information criterion whereas
[4], [5] minimize a bound on the CSIT error and is limited to
beamforming.
Our proposed transmission scheme includes a unitary transformation influenced by the available knowledge of the channel statistics. Such a transformation can be motivated by the
Karhunen-Loève transformation in vector quantization [10],
and also by its optimality in the absence of short-term
feedback [11]–[13]. The short-term CSIT is exploited in
the form of a weighting matrix, which is designed using a
modified version of the Lloyd algorithm. Unlike in [2] where
approximations are required, leading to possible divergence,
we show that a major step in the design procedure can be
cast as a variation of the determinant maximization problem
[14], which can be solved efficiently. In contrast to [4]–[6],
our approach will sometimes lead to spatial multiplexing solutions. Simulation results confirm the benefits of the proposed
scheme. The results also indicate that temporal power control
yields little extra gain over a system that only allocates power
over spatial modes. Finally, a robust design with respect to
errors in the feedback link is proposed under the framework
of channel optimized vector quantization.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider the discrete-time complex-baseband equivalent
model of a MIMO communication system with Nt transmit
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Conditioned on a feedback index I = i, the average
transmit power is

System model.

antennas and Nr receive antennas. The received signal at time
instant k of block l can be written as
yl (k) = Hl (k)sl (k) + nl (k)

positive integer. In other words, we consider a resolutionΔ
constrained quantizer. For convenience, let Wi = W(i), and
Δ
Qi = Wi WiH , i = 1, . . . , K. The system model (1) can then
be written in the form

(1)

where Hl (k) denotes the channel matrix and sl (k) is the
transmitted vector. The components of the temporally and
spatially white noise nl (k) are complex Gaussian with zero
mean and unit variance. A block consists of N consecutive
channel uses, during which the vector vec[Hl (k)] is assumed
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zeromean complex Gaussian with covariance matrix Rl , i.e.,
vec[Hl (k)] ∼ CN (0, Rl ). Herein vec[·] denotes vectorization.
The channel covariance matrix Rl , however, changes independently from one block to the next according to some stationary
and ergodic distribution. A transmitted codeword is assumed to
span a single block. We study the system in the limit of a very
large block length N . This models a communication system
where a codeword is sufficiently long to capture the ergodicity
of short-term changes, but still short enough to experience a
single Rl .
For readability, we will omit the block index l and the time
index k whenever this is unambiguous. Since R is a slowlyvarying parameter, we assume that R is perfectly known at
both sides of the link. Such information may be obtained from
collected uplink measurements or using a low-rate feedback
channel [15]. We further assume that H is fully known
at the receiver. For a system with fixed long-term channel
statistics, a transmitter using an “i.i.d. Gaussian” codebook and
a weighting matrix which depends only on short-term feedback
information is optimal in a capacity sense under certain
assumptions [2], [16]. However, over a family of channels,
this would require infinitely many quantization codebooks,
one for each realization of R. We therefore propose a simple
alternative, illustrated in Fig. 1.
The transmitter first weighs the symbols x, taken from a
“Gaussian codebook,” with E[xxH ] = INt , by W(I), proH
ducing s̃. The notation [·] denotes conjugate and transpose.
Herein W is a mapping from a feedback index I to a finite
set of weighting matrices. Such an index is obtained via a
noiseless, zero-delay dedicated feedback link.1 The weighted
signals s̃ are then linearly transformed by a unitary matrix
influenced only by long-term channel statistics U ≡ U(R).
To produce the feedback index, the receiver employs an
index mapping from the current effective channel realization
H̃ = HU to an integer I ≡ I(H̃). We assume that I
takes a value in the set {1, . . . , K} where K is a constant
1 Taking the noise in the feedback link into the design is also possible, as
will be demonstrated in Section VI.

E tr(ssH ) = E tr(s̃s̃H ) = E tr(Wi xxH Wi H ) = tr Qi ,
where tr X denotes the trace of a matrix X. We consider
two different types of power constraints. A short-term power
constraint requires that the transmit power does not exceed P
for any feedback index:
tr QI(H̃) ≤ P,

∀H̃.

(3)

This models a system where temporal power control is not
possible. Under the more relaxed long-term power constraint,
the transmitter can vary the power over the transmission of
infinitely many codewords so that
ER EH [tr QI(H̃) |R] ≤ P.

(4)

Note that the distribution of H̃ depends on the distribution of
R.
Let I(R) denote the expected value of the mutual information between the transmitted and received signals, conditioned
on R and for a fixed feedback scheme. We are interested in
the design of a feedback scheme that maximizes the expected
rate over infinitely many blocks, i.e.,
max

I(H̃),{Qi }

ER I(R)

s.t.

(3) or (4).

(5)

The objective function in (5) can be interpreted as the
achievable rate by coding over a family of information stable
channels, where each member of the family is parameterized
by a covariance matrix R. In practice, the distribution of R
has to be known beforehand. However, as will be shown in
Section IV, our proposed design approach does not require the
exact distribution, but only an empirical distribution of R.
III. D ECORRELATING L INEAR T RANSFORMATION
We propose to choose the unitary transformation U as the
eigenvectors of the transmit side covariance matrix. As is
shown below, this will decorrelate the channel coefficients
before the quantization. We emphasize the simplicity and
intuitive appeal of such a decorrelation, but do not claim
its optimality, because unlike in [11]–[13], partial short-term
CSIT is available in our model.
For simplicity, we begin with the case of a single receive
antenna, where we use the notation h = HH , and RTx = R.
Thus the received signal can be written as y = hH s + n
with h ∼ CN (0, RTx ). Introduce the eigendecomposition
H
UTx DTx (UTx ) = RTx with unitary UTx and diagonal DTx .
Now if we choose U = UTx , then I(R) = Eh̃|R log(1 +
H

h̃H Qh̃), where h̃ = (UTx ) h is a vector of decorrelated
variables, i.e., h̃ ∼ CN (0, DTx ). This can be viewed as a
property of the unitary-independent-unitary model [17]. Such
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Karhunen-Loève transformations are commonly used in vector
quantization [10].
The same ideas can be applied to a MIMO channel, but
it is in general impossible to find a unitary precoding matrix
U that fully decorrelates the channel coefficients. To proceed,
we assume here that the second-order statistics of the channel
follows the so-called Kronecker model [18], i.e., vec[H] ∼
T
T
CN (0, R), where R = (RTx ) ⊗ RRx . Herein [·] denotes
transpose and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Introduce the
H
eigendecomposition UTx DTx (UTx ) = RTx and let us choose
U = UTx . Recalling that H̃ = HU, we then have


I(R) = EH̃|R log det INr + H̃QH̃H ,
Tx

with vec[H̃] ∼ CN (0, D

Rx

⊗ R ).

IV. F EEDBACK L INK D ESIGN
A. Short-term Power Constraint
The feedback link is designed using a modified version
of the Lloyd algorithm [2], [10]. However, instead of using
an ad-hoc approximation that does not necessarily guarantee
convergence as in [2]2 , we herein exploit some results in
determinant maximization [14].
We first discretize the problem (5) and consider
1 
max
log det(INr + H̃QI(H̃) H̃H ) s.t. (3)
I(H̃),{Qi } |H|
H̃∈H

(6)
where H is a set of |H| samples drawn from the distribution of
H̃, which is used to approximate the continuous distribution
of H̃ [10]. The design procedure iteratively optimizes the
index mapping I(H̃) and the weight codebook {Qi }K
i=1 . Since
each optimization subproblem is solved exactly, the design
guarantees convergence to a local optimum, but not necessarily
to a global one. We summarize the two iteration steps as
follows, where n indicates the iteration index.
(n)
(n)
First, given a set {Qi }K
≤ P , ∀i, the
i=1 satisfying tr Qi
optimal index mapping is given by


(n)
I (n) (H̃) = arg max log det INr + H̃Qi H̃H .
i

Next, fix I

(n)

(H̃) and define the quantization regions
(n) Δ

Hi

= {H̃ ∈ H : I (n) (H̃) = i}.

The elements of the weight codebook can then be optimized
individually:



1
(n+1)
Qi
= arg max (n)
log det INr + H̃QH̃H
Q0 |H
(n)
i |
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B. Long-term Power Constraint
The technique outlined in Section IV-A can also be applied
to the long-term power constraint case. The design however
becomes more involved as we have to optimize the elements
of the codebook {Qi }K
i=1 jointly. Using a sample distribution
H, we can reformulate the problem as


1 
max
log det INr + H̃QI(H̃) H̃H
I(H̃),{Qi 0} |H|
H̃∈H
(7)
1 
s.t.
tr QI(H̃) ≤ P.
|H|
H̃∈H

We will iteratively solve the dual problem of (7). Given a
(n)
fixed {Qi }K
i=1 and a Lagrange multiplier associated with
the power constraint λ(n) , we assume that a constraint qualification holds so that the optimal index mapping solves

max
I(H̃)

H̃∈Ri

− λ(n)

tr Q ≤ P.

This convex problem is a slightly modified version of the
standard determinant maximization problem. In our numerical
examples, we have for simplicity solved this maximization
using a direct generalization of the fixed-reduction algorithm
in [14].
2 We have observed numerically that the objective function does not always
increase in every iteration when using [2].

K

|Hi |
i=1

|H|



(n)
tr Qi

.

This can be rewritten as
max
I(H̃)

K
1  
(n)
log det(INr + H̃Qi H̃H )
|H| i=1
H̃∈Hi

(n)

− λ(n) tr Qi



.

Note that the maximization can also be seen as one performed
over all possible ways of partitioning H into K subsets
H1 , . . . , HK . The solution is readily given by



(n)
I (n) (H̃) = arg max log det INr + H̃Qi H̃H
i

(n)
.
− λ(n) tr Qi
(0)

(0)

In the initial step, we can select Qi so that tr Q1 = · · · =
(0)
tr QK , to remove the dependence of I (0) (H̃) on λ(0) .
(n) Δ
Next, given the quantization regions Hi = {H̃ ∈ H :
I (n) (H̃) = i}, the optimal weight codebook {Q(n+1) } is the
solution to
K


1  
log det INr + H̃Qi H̃H
|H| i=1
(n)

max

{Qi 0}

H̃∈Hi

s.t.

H̃∈Hi

s.t.

K
1  
(n)
log det(INr + H̃Qi H̃H )
|H| i=1

K

i=1

(n)

|Hi |
tr Qi ≤ P.
|H|

We solve also this convex optimization using a barrier method
with Newton steps. The optimal Lagrange multiplier can be
shown to be
tr H̃∈HK XK QK
X1 Q1
= ··· =
,
|H1 | tr Q1
|HK | tr QK

−1
Δ
H̃.
where Xi ≡ Xi (H̃) = H̃H INr + H̃Qi H̃H
λ(n+1) =

tr

H̃∈H1
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Fig. 2. Performance of the proposed scheme over a family of 4×1 channels.
A short-term power constraint is assumed.
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Fig. 3. Performance of the proposed scheme over a family of 4×2 channels.
A short-term power constraint is assumed.
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Expected Rate (bits/channel use)

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section we present simulation results for a specific
class of correlated channels. For simplicity, the family of RTx
is taken as Toeplitz matrices with [1, ρ, ρ2 , . . . , ρNt −1 ] as the
top row, where ρ is a complex-valued random variable with
phase uniformly distributed in [0, 2π] and modulus distributed
as f (|ρ|) = C exp (−λ(1 − |ρ|)) if |ρ| < 1 and f (|ρ|) = 0
otherwise, where λ > 0 and C = λ/(1 − exp(−λ)) is a
normalization factor. The goal is to study the general behaviors
of the systems when the channels vary from highly correlated
to fully uncorrelated, rather than to simulate a specific scenario. All the simulations are obtained with λ = − log(0.01),
modeling a family of channels where |ρ| is greater than 0.5
more than 90 percent of the time. A design for practical
applications may rely on more realistic channel models. Since
the noise variance is normalized to unity, we define the signalΔ
to-noise ratio as SNR = P . The feedback link is trained with
100 realizations of R and 1000 channel realizations for each
R, using 20 random starting points and 15 iterations in the
Lloyd algorithm. Further increasing the number of channel
realizations does not seem to change the performance.
The performance of the proposed scheme under a short-term
power constraint over a family of 4 × 1 channels is plotted in
Fig. 2. For comparison, we tried a system that only uses shortterm feedback but ignores the correlation properties of the
channel, using exactly the same vector quantization technique
except that U = INt . Clearly, the long-term information
provides a consistent gain. For example, with K = 2 or one
bit of feedback, the proposed approach provides nearly a 3 dB
gain at an expected rate of 4 bits per channel use. We also plot
the performance of the CSI quantization scheme proposed in
[4], combined with beamforming. Interestingly enough, this
scheme performs almost identically to our proposed scheme,
even though it is not specifically optimized to maximize the

SNR (dB)

Full CSIT. Short−term power constraint.
Full CSIT. Long−term power constraint.
K=2 Short−term power constraint.
K=2 Long−term power constraint.

2

1.5

1

0.5

−10

−5

SNR (dB)

0

5

Fig. 4. Performance of the proposed scheme over a family of 2 × 1 channels
under different power constraints.

expected rate and always will correspond to Q matrices of
rank 1.3 On the other hand, [4] exploits some information also
from the eigenvalues of R, not only the eigenvectors. Finally,
for comparison, the figure shows the performance of using
full CSIT (i.e. beamforming) and of using only long-term
CSIT [11]–[13], [19], where the transmit covariance matrix is
optimized for each R, i.e., for each fading block, using sample
distributions. At an expected rate of 4 bits per channel use,
combining 2 bits of short-term CSIT (K = 4) with long-term
statistics yields a gain of roughly 1 dB over using only longterm statistics. A similar behavior, but with less pronounced
gains, can be seen in the 4 × 2 MIMO case, as illustrated in
3 For MISO channels, our scheme has always resulted in Q matrices of
rank 1, but for MIMO most Q matrices were high rank.
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VI. ROBUST D ESIGN TO E RRONEOUS F EEDBACK L INKS
Noise and delays in the feedback link may lead to erroneous
feedback, i.e., the feedback index received at the transmitter
is not identical to the one sent by the receiver. In this section,
we demonstrate how such defects in the feedback link can
be explicitly taken into account in the system design. We
exclusively focus on the short-term power constraint case. The
design under a long-term power constraint problem can be
handled under a similar principle, but does not necessarily give
any additional insight into the system behavior. The key tool
in our robust design is channel optimized vector quantization
(COVQ) [7], [21].
To distinguish the feedback index from the one actually seen
at the transmitter, let us denote J (H̃) as the index mapping
used by the receiver that takes the erroneous feedback link into
account. Thus, upon knowing H̃, the receiver sends back j =
J (H̃) ∈ {1, . . . , K}, and the transmitter receives some index
i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, potentially different from j. We model the
feedback link as a discrete-input discrete-output memoryless
channel with transition probabilities p(i|j). In practice, the
values of the transition probabilities may need to be estimated
based on e.g., the SNR of the feedback link. Note that even if
the index is not correctly received, the effective channel matrix
is still assumed to be perfectly tracked at the receiver. That
is, the errors in the feedback link only affect the weighting
matrix used at the transmitter.
The design problem can be reformulated as


1 
p(i|J (H̃)) log det INr + H̃Qi H̃H
J (H̃), {Qi } |H|
H̃ i=1
(8)
where we again approximate the true distribution of H̃ with a
sample distribution. An iterative procedure, which essentially
follows the methodologies in Section IV with some slight
modifications, can be applied to the extended design problem (8). The iterative steps are described in the following,
where we omit the iteration index n to improve readability.
Given the covariance matrices {Qi }K
i=1 , the optimal index
K

max

6
5.5
Expected Rate (bits/channel use)

Fig. 3. Other experiments (not reported in the figures) have
shown that the resulting design is extremely insensitive to the
SNR and also to the assumed channel statistical distribution.
Also, we have tried to exploit knowledge of the eigenvalues of
R to select between different code books, but the additional
gain was extremely small.
Fig. 4 compares the performance of the proposed scheme
under different power constraints over a family of 2 × 1 channels. The results indicate that temporal power control provides
a negligible gain for moderate and high SNRs, consistent
with some results under the assumption of perfect CSIT [20].
At low SNR, however, a long-term power-constrained system
outperforms a short-term one by a wide margin. For instance,
at SNR = −5 dB, a long-term power controlled system using
one bit of feedback information even outperforms a perfectCSIT system without temporal power control. However, the
validity of the assumption about perfect channel knowledge
at the receiver at so low SNR-values may be questioned.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed schemes designed taking into account
error probability in the feedback link over a family of 4 × 1 channels. The
feedback resolution is K = 2.

mapping is given by
J (H̃) = arg

max

K


j∈{1,...,K}



p(i|j) log det INr + H̃Qi H̃H .

i=1

That is, the optimal index mapping also takes into account
the possibilities of different outcomes of the random feedback
link. Next, given the index mapping J (H̃), then for each value
of i, the optimal transmit covariance matrix Qi solves the
following problem
max
Q0

K

j=1

s.t.

p(i|j)





log det INr + H̃QH̃H

H̃∈Hj

tr Q ≤ P,

where we define the quantization region j as Hj = {H̃ ∈
H : J (H̃) = j}. Clearly, introducing the weighting factors
p(i|j) does not change the concavity of the cost function;
thus the optimization can be solved numerically for the global
optimum.
We plot the performance of the robust design over a family
of 4 × 1 channels (generated as described in Section V)
in Fig. 5. In this example, the feedback link is modeled
as a K-input K-output memoryless channel with transition
probabilities p(i|j) = 1 −  if i = j and p(i|j) = /(K − 1) if
i = j, i.e., the error probability in the feedback link is  and
the errors are uniformly distributed over all possible erroneous
outcomes. A finer error model on the bit level can also be
used. As can be seen, the robust design successfully takes into
account the errors in the feedback link and strictly improves
the performance compared to that obtained with only longterm statistics, even if the error probability in the feedback
link is relatively high (up to  = 0.2). This of course comes
at the price of a higher complexity in the design. The curves
marked by circles are the ones obtained by directly using an
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error-free codebook over a noisy feedback link. Notice that
in this case, not using a robust codebook even gives worse
performance than relying on long-term statistics only. Such a
sensitivity to error in the feedback link is somewhat reduced
at higher values of the feedback level K (not plotted herein
for readability).
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a simple transceiver structure that successfully combines short-term, fast feedback based on actual channel realizations and long-term, slowly-varying CSI
containing the second-order statistics of the MIMO channel.
While the proposed structure is not claimed to be optimal, we
emphasize its simplicity and versatility, as well as its excellent
performance. We have also studied an important extension
from the basic setup, which allows the design to take into
account errors in the feedback link.
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